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Abstract

Individuals with disabiliiies are increasingly accessing post secondary education

opportunities to further develop their educational and career goals. This study examines
the current facilitative practices of Canadian university activity-based physical

education degree programs on the participation of individuals with
critical orientation

stories

disabilities.

A

and descriptive/interpretative approach allows insight into unique

and experiences of physical education practitioners and special needs

professionals as they attempt to provide equitable educational experiences within a least

restrictive

environment. Leading practitioners are used to triangulate and strengthen the

validity of the data while providing direction

inclusion of individuals with disabilities.

and advocacy

for future

development and

The study concludes with seven

recommendations, each providing university activity-based physical education degree

programs with viable opportunities
individuals with disabilities.
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for helping create equitable opportunities for
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
This study describes the current practices and projections of facilitaimg individuals
with disabihties in physical educauon degree programs across Canada and will offer an
expenentially grounded interpretative analysis of those practices. There have been three
significant educational experiences that

have mocivaied

this researcher to

study within

the area of disability.

initially,

a noovement educauon physical education degree enabled

me to

understand and conceptualize the greater understanding of movement and lU
multidimensional nature, moving beyond the realm of sport-specific
degree,

two courses

in

Within

skills.

this

adapted physical education forced students to volunteer and work

alongside individuals with disabilities. These experiences provided
to continuously transfer theoretical

knowledge

into practical

many

opportunities

environments for

continuous refinement. As these personal experiences provided positive learning

outcomes, an interest

in

those individuals

opportunities of physical education

As an

who did

was beginning.

performer, thoughts such as "being

elite

considered** were options

I

not receive equitable and equal

left

out." "chosen last,"

never considered or even questioned

until

the

same opponumties

everyone

'

(

as

DQ.

Boucher. 1978.

p.

if

"not

even

an honors thesis

within the area of disability was considered. While working alongside
as her peer helper, personal critical self-reflection suggested that

and

DQ (code name)

others were given

then perhaps educational gymnastics [was] for

1 ).

It

became evident

to niK as a teaching assistant that

not every student developed positive learning expenences while working with
individuals with disabilities. Given

my own

positive

expenences within the

field.

distressing questions regarding equitable opportunilies for individuals

in the area

wkh disabiliii»

of physical education necessarily developed.

Problem Statement
Individuals with disabilities are being included in regular physical education classes
at the

pnmary. elementary, and secondary school

level.

Teacher preparation courses

have expanded to address the inclusion of individuals with

disabilities within physical

education. Individuals with disabilities are expected to develop and maintain active

lifestyles, parallel to their

accepted,

why

temporarily able-bodied peers.

If

such expectations are being

are individuals with disabilities not continuing their education into

physical education degree programs? Are individuals with disabilities given equitable
opportunities to follow their dreams of teaching, coaching, or working in the field of

physical education and health?

Goodwin ( 1987)

'

'
:

..a.

.

*

.

suggests that universities need to continue

wKh

graduate and

undergraduate teacher preparation programs involving individuals with

disabilities.

In

undergraduate and teacher preparation courses, practitioners express the need for
practical teaching experiences with students with disabilities, in regular physical

education settings (Goodwin. 1987. O'Reilly

& Duquette.

1988. Rizzo A. Vispoel.

1992). If individuals with disabilities were encouraged to enter into physical education

degree programs, developing practitioners would continuously experience the benefits

of adapted physical activity from their peers. Would

this not

bener prepare our

developing practitioners for teaching inclusive physical education?

encourage individuals with

How can we

disabilities to enrol in physical education

degree programs?

there are

imny reasons why

physical education decree programs.
ba!ied physical education degree

disabilities'*

individuils with disabiltties are not enrolled in

To what

extent do current practices of activ«y.

This underlying question forms the basi& of

questions that are connected to the focus of this study.

this study.

There are three sub

How do universities

modify

degree programs to meet the diverse needs of an individual with a disability?

we. as

practitioners,

w«h

programs faciluate the panicipation of individuals

encourage individuals with

theu*

How do

disabilities to enroll in physical

education degree programs? What are the best methods for facilitating individuals with
disabilities in activity-based physical education courses? Individuals with disabilities

have an equal
It

right to a quality physical education

and

to a career in physical education.

appears that universities are prepared to educate developing practitioners

in

adapted

physical activity, but to what extent are their degree programs both viable for and
accessible to individuals with disabilities?

-

The need

Rationale

'

•

for quality physical education for individuals with disabilities

is

a rising

concern. Adapted physical education has begun to gain recognition as a viable method
to allow individuals with disabilities the chance to participate in physical activity.

By

providing a Least Restrictive Environment (LR£). physical educators have been able to

provide an inclusive learning environment which allows

all

learners to participate and

achieve successes, without compromising their freedom and dignity (Kelly. 1994).
Stein

(

1994b) states that

LR£

places individuals with disabilities, based

on each

individual's educational goals and needs, in the most appropnaie educational setting

which

IS

most conducive to

that individual's learning potential.

It is

time to evahiate the

educational opportunities that individuals with dtsahiliiies are reoeivinf in the area of
physical education at the post secondary level.

The

present literature suggests that

all

learners can benefit

from the inchision of

individuals with disabilities into regular physical education settings (Block. 1994;

& Toussaint.

Connolly. 1994; Rizzo. Davis.

no

definitive guidelines for

1994; Sherrill 1994). Currently, there are

Canadian universities to follow regarding the acceptance of

individuals with disabilities into physical education degree programs. Although
universities have better prepared their developing practuioners to teach studeitts of all

levels

of ability, there seems to have been

little

change to post secondary physical

education programs themselves with regard to the inclusion of iixlividuals with a
disability.

As leading

practitioners,

we

nnist invite individuals with disabilities to

follow physical education into university degree programs.

Assumptions and Limitations
There are several assumptions and limitations
project.

The assumptions of this

availability

of participants, and

Having participated

in

project

that

it

were

that

in^rtmt

that are particularly

it

was

feasible, there

v

was important.

to this

was an
*

^c

>

an inclusive, activity-based physical education course both

as a peer helper and as a student.

included within degree programs.
Individualized Education Plan

(

I

assumed
I

that individuals with disabilities

have been involved

in the

could be

development of an

lEP). continuously panicipated alongside and in

conjunction with an individual with a disability, and was continuously involved

.

^r*

in the

evaluational procedures throughout the duration of the course. Considering the larfe

number of universities across Canada.

I

assumed

that professionals in the area

of

pbyticaJ education would be both willing to paitictptte and excited about p»Tictpating
in

a thesis related to adapted physical education.

physical education as a discipline to ensure that

every student.

A

my

limitation to

my data.

•.

.

my

Therefore

was

protocol

study

was

it

assumed

also

I

that

it

my

project

was

that

I

(

that

I

chose an open-ended questionnaire to collect

limited in that not every individual took the time to

used universities as

my

Another

purposeful sample; hence

data could be disseminated to only university and special needs offices
universities.

Last,

i

targeted only Canadian universities.

Knowing

universities offer activity-based physical education courses,

critical theoretical orientation

that demonstrates issues of

Fernandez-Balboa

(

alternatives that are based

is

I

I

at

my

Canadian

that not all

individuals chose not
^

suggests that

power and oppression.

1995). that there

some

'^*^

to complete and return the questionnaire.

Using a

important for

both inclusive and optimal for

is

complete and return the questionnaire within the projected study time
limitation to

is

'

examined the data for evidence

assume,

in

accordance with

a need for the implementation of viable teaching

on nnore equitable

principles. Traditional teaching

methods

are no longer adequate for the provision and inclusion of diversity within the student

population.

t

.

^-

•

.'.

.^«

'i1.v:j^>r

v-

Definition of Terms

With every academic
in specific contexts.

project, there are a

Below

is

a

list

Accommodat lons/Considerat ions:

number of words and phrases

of terms that are used throughout

are any changes

made

my

that are

used

thesis.

to the curncutum.

methods of

instruction, or evaluation procedures that

disabilities possible

make

the panicipation of students with

and equitable.

Activity-based physical education cj^^kj; are classes that are spon-skill and/or

movement
and

skill

based. These courses are evaluated predominantly

on

the active participation

developinent of each student.

Adapted physical education

:

any changes or modifications to the current physical

education curriculum and/or activities so that individuals with disabilities are able to
partk:ipate in active, meaningful daily physical education, with

Ambulatory: an individual's method of walking, one

that has

little

or no hardship.

been modified to meet

his/her needs. This often involves a difference in weight transfers, speed, rhythm,

u

balance.

and

-

Associated dysfunctions: are any disorders that develop as a direct result of another
condition. With the condition CP. strabismus, depth perception, and learning

disabilities are

sometimes present.

Cerebral Palsy (CP): a non-congenital, non-progressive disorder that often occurs
before the age of

brain.

The

2.

This disorder

is

caused by oxygen deprivation to the immature

three types of CP are spasticity (muscle contractions), ataxia (balance and

co

ordination problems), and athetosis (constant, unpredkrtable movements).

Depth Perception: an
objects.

inability to judge/assess distances

between the body

aiKl

other

•

Individualized Education Plan (lEP):

is

a written document that serves as an

individualized guideline for the participation of an individual with a disability in a

course.

The guideline provides reference

to the individual's present ability, services to

be provided, goais and objectives, dates and duration, and the method of evahiation to

determine whether (he objectives have been achieved. This document

is

developed

using a team approach by the student with the disability, the instructor, an adapted
physical education specialist, and any other professionals important to the process.
ilrii^'flva' ^'t>^

a disability: any individual

who

is

recognized as having a physical.

cognitive, and/or emotional disorder through a Student

professional assessment.

Intitkr'^

perspective

:

i;

Development Office or

u

an individual's opinion, belief, thoughts, and/or perceptions,

which are considered "expert"

in that particular field

Least Restrictive Environment (LRE)

:

or environment.

an environment that matches every individual's

needs with appropriate services, while providing them with as much freedom and
dignity as possible. This environment

may occur

in

a regular, resource, or other

environment to ensure the highest opportunity for learning to occur.
Modifications/adaptations

:

any changes to the curriculum and/or tasks within the

physical education class to allow individuals with disabilities meaningful participation.

Disabilitv:

to enable

a condition that causes individuals to need some modifications or assistance

them

to participate in daily physical education classes.

Special Needs/Student Development Office: an office that

is

dedicated to help support.

guide, and service individuals with disabilities at their university.

Strabismus: a muscular disorder that prevents both eyes from foctising on the same

object.

Temporanlv abte-bodied: any
education without any

known

limitations or disabiliiy.

individuals

who concinuoitsly

partictpaie in physical

or acknowledged physical, mental, or psychok>gical
,^^

.

Background

A growing concern among
academic opportunity

individuals with disabilities

is

the availability of

With the help of advocacy and enlightened teaching methods,

individuals with disabilities are increasingly being included within primary and

secondary physical education classes. These opportunities for participation

in physical

education are having profound effects on these individuals, empowering them to
consider the possibilities of post secondary physical education. Developing
practitioners are currently teaming that individuals with disabilities are both viable

within and capable of physical education.

expect equitable opportunity within

Within the

field

viewed as "unable"
given limited,

if

all

Individuals with disabilities are beginning to

realms of education.

of physical education, individuals with disabilities have been

participants.

In (he past, individuals with disabilities

any. opportunities to experience physical activity.

It is

have been

our role as

physical education practitioners to provide equitable aiKl beneficial physical education
to every willing student.

Heenan ( 1994) suggests

that individuals with disabilities

must

be given the same opportunities to participate and achieve physical education degrees as
their temporarily able-bodied peers,

rv

.

»1

'

*

.*

I
>

Physical education degree programs must take responsibility for the inclusion of
individuals with disabilities into the field of education.

By showcasing

the potential

benefits of having individuals with disabilities in physical education degree programs.

practitioners wilt be better able to prefMre university students for the diversity of

acadeniia as well as other contexts. Inclusion

in all

aspects of physical education degree

progr ants would provide individuals with disabilities with increased opportunities and
options beyond post secondary education.

Sununary of Design Features

The

present study used standardized open-ended questionnaires to view the current

practices of Canadian universities* activity-based physical education degree programs

using a descriptive/interpretative approach. Canadian physical education practitioners

and special needs professionals provide
facilitating individuals

with disabilities

insight into each university's unique

in activity-based

method of

physical education courses.

Selected leading practitioners from Canada and the United States were also given open-

ended questionnaires
development

to triangulate the data

and give reference to future direction and

for the equitable inclusion of individuals with disabilities into physical

education degree programs.
In this study

I

-^

^

provide references to language and literature within (he field of

adapted physical education, physical education, and related areas to enable readers to
understand issues related to disability and physical education.

I

describe the processes

used to develop open-ended questionnaires, collect information, and analyze raw data
for (hematic content. Following (he analysis

similarities,

and conunentary

and differences between the related

conclude with recommendations.

i(

literature

r

I

provide comparisons,

and the study's findings, and

I

.>'!

.

CHAPTER TWO: RELATED LITERATURE REVIEW

There are many issues and areas of concern
education (APE).

all

The

(hai pertain to

APE

relevant issues that affect

«

adapted physical

in physical

education programs

at

levels of education are attitudes, curriculum, inclusion, the least restrictive

environment, and teacher preparation. The following

literature

review provides a

foundation of information that outlines disability -related issues specific to physical
education.

»

v

Attitudes

V
Disability

is

.

considered a form of oppression, and those

who are

oppressed are

constantly ignored and devalued (Barton* 1993; Fernandez-Balboa, 1995). Smith and

Lusthaus

(

1994) claim that education practices

in

Canada do not meet

the standards set

by theory, that provide for equal educational opportunity. They continue to suggest

that

students with disabilities do not possess the nghts for equal educational opportunity.
Individuals with disabilities must be acknowledged as individuals

equitable educational opportunities.

.

With such poor educational expectations,

who deserve

^^

it

is

understandable, yet not tolerable, that

society discriminates against and dehumanizes individuals with disabilities within an

unadaptive and unhelpful environment (Banon. 1993). As individuals with disabilities
are constantly

compared

against the notion of normality" (Barton. 1993).

it

is

not

surprising that these individuals continually struggle with ridicule and eventual

exclusion from temporanly able-bodied peers tCausgrove-Dunn &, Watkinson. 1994).

Although barriers such as lack of

facilities,

programs, and friends are evident with

individuals with disabilities, teacher attitudes about the emphasis

on

traditional

games

II

and sports

skills is the

main reason regular physical education teachers rettn inchiston

(Chandkr ^Greene. 1995; Levinson
that traditional teachers express

down"

and Duquette ( 1988) st«e

concern that individuals with disabilities

the progress of temporarily able-bodied individuals.

teachers maintain the mentality that

learn.

&, Reid. 1991). O'Reilly

if

It

seems

individuals with disabilities

may

**slow

that traditional

**try

haixler^ they will

Although younger teachers possess stronger attitudes for works^g with

individuals with disabilities, they lack experience and training in adaptive physical

education (Chandler

& Greene.

Although there are
are

still

1995).

'

efforts to include individuals with disability,

being prevented from participating

severity of their special need (Chandler

in

some

individuals

physical education due to the nature and

& Greene.

1995). O'Reilly and Duquette

state that teachers' attitudes are directly related to the age. grade, type,

(

1988)

and severity of

the student's disability. Since teachers' attitudes are vital to the success or failure of

integration

(Moving

teachers' attitudes

to Inclusion. 1994; Stewart. 1990).

become a primary concern

within

all

it

is

crucial that positive

areas of education, specifically

physical education. Through structured contact and interaction, practitioners can help
increase personal attitudes towards individuals with disabilities with practical

experiences (Stewart. 1990; Trip ASherrill, 1991).
Teachers' lack of ability to provkie appropriate physical education to individuals

with disabilities correlates with teachers' attitudes about perceived competence
(Connolly. 1994; Klassen. 1994; Rizzo

expand by noting

&

that teachers' perceived

Vispoel, 1992). Kowalski and Rizzo (1996)

competence

is

reflective

of the individual's

teaching experience, perceived confidence, age. gender, and experience working with

13

individuals with disabilities, inservice programs are seen as viable and beneficial

niethods for existing practitioners
training (Chandler

& Greene.

who were

not receiving the necessary continuous

1995; Heenan. 1994). Unfortunately, panicipation in and

application of inservice training programs remain a challenge.

teachers

all

is

The challenge

to provide a safe, appropriate, individualized physical education

students,

one

for

which many teachers

feel

program

k

'

Improving teachers' attitudes towards individuals with
all

Ysseldyke. Algozzine. and Thurk>w

(

for

unprepared (Block. Provis. St Nelson.

1993; Heenan. 1994).

positive placement experience for

for

disabilities will help create

a

students involved (Klassen. 1994). According to

1992). opinions and perspectives that reflect

acceptance and approval of individual difference must replace negative attitudes

towards individuals with

disabilities.

Curriculum

A central concern of special education

is

to

.

make

.

v

the curriculum least restrictive,

while keeping as cbse as possible to the regular education curricutum (Ysseldyke et aL.
1992). McCall

(

1994) further suggests that while the curricular format

may suy

the

same, the curricular content may change to meet the needs of the individual, ensuring
the placement of a least restrictive environment.

lestrictive

environment arc

that curricular

always possible (Block. 1994).

The

benefits and versatility of the least

changes based on an individual's lEP are

»,

.fa,

[>ecreases in participation in physical education display that the present curriculum

is

not meeting the needs of the majority of students. Connolly

(

1994) claims that the

current physical education curriculum and teachers arc not prepared for those learners

IS

who

arc not

spon focused. According

to

McCall ( 1994). an inclusive curricuhmi

that IS child centred, rather than teacher directed.

of the educational process of opportunity
rather than being forced to

(Douthwaite. 1990).

It IS

comply

>

Students must be placed

in participation

at the

is

one

centre

and movemeni experience,

to genenc. sport-specific course content

:*ddck.

'«

>

becoming increasingly apparent

(hat traditional

•

methods of physical education

are unable to meet the diverse needs of those students with disabilities. Connolly

(

1994) believes that conceptual movement -based models provide greater opportunities

for

development and refinement of movement competeiKies. Curricula inierveniioM

are needed to iiKrease successful integration and to allow individuals with disabilities to

work

at

mggBSi

a personal level (Block

A Vogler.

BkKk

1994; Klassen. 1994).

that extenduig the current curriculum, recording smaller

et

al. (

1993)

unprovements. and

providing other ahematives are possible curncular modifications that can help in the

devek>pment of an inclusive environment. With the use of special aids/services such as
peer grouping, instructional adaptations, and special equipment/materials, physical

education can be provided

m an equitable and

viable fashion (Bk>ck. 1994).

adapted instruction within the current curriculum. Bk>ck and Vogler

some

(

Through

1994) state that

individuals with disabilities can participate using different equipment, doing

different skills, progressing differently at a personal level.

Practitioners must implement viable teaching alternatives based

principles to create a

more meaningful learning experience through

teacher-learner responsibilities (Fernandez-Balboa. 1995).

BkKk

on more equitable
the sharing of

(1994) states that the

u
uie of cumcular modificatiofis or akematives out be used to benefli everyone, and not
just the individual with a disability.

Inclusion

The concept of

inclusion provides individuals with disabilities the opportunity to

learn alongside their peers within educational progranuning: however, inclusion of

individuals with disabilities

many

is

relatively

new

to

Canadian Physical Education. For

years physical education has been considered essential for those wishing to live a

heahhy

active lifestyle; unfortunately, individuals with disabilities

physical education classes. According to Levinson and Reid

disabilities prefer the

environment

is

same physical

(

1991

were exchided from
).

individuals with

activities as their able-bodied peers.

considered one where everyone belongs and

is

An

inclusive

accepted and supponed

& Stamback.

by peers, educators, and members of the community (Stainback

1990).

This environment must be equally challenging while providing individuals with
disabilities the

(Bk)ck

et al.

same movement experiences

1993: Burton

& Davis.

(Burton

Moving

to Inclusion. 1994).

inclusion lies within the individuals with disabilities'

The primary concern with
ability to pank:ipate

1992;

as their temporanly able-bodied peers

&

Davis. 1992: Rizzo et

al..

1994).

chances to participate, the chances for devek>ping and learning
(Rizzo

et al.. 1994).

interact, learn from,

Stein. 1994a).

Through

By

increasing the

wouU also

increase

inclusive participation all students will have the chance to

and value each other Heenan. 1994: Moving to Inclusion. 1994;

While they may

(

strive for the

same

functional goals, they may. however,

use different means to attain them (Burton &. Davis. 1992).

-

-
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Before individuals with disabilities can

fiiUy

benefa from participation w«Iiiq

physical education, social acceptance from both teachers and fellow students must be
attained.

Although social acceptance remains a problem (Trip

vital for individuals

A Shemll

1991).

it

it

with disabilities to feel included and socially accepted (Shemll.

Heikmaro- Johansson.

&,

Slinmger. 1994). For individuals to be accepted by their peers,

they must be treated the same; unfonunatcly. "being treated the same" can have several
different meanings.

Webster ( 1993) suggests

given the same expectations as

own developmental

level

that individuals

their peers, but

(Moving

with disabilities should be

must be appropnately treated

at their

to Inchision. 1994). Presentmg differences within

the classroom will teach students to learn to accept and treat each other as equals.

According to Halliday
It is

(

1993). valuing differences can only enhance physical education.

evident that individuals with disabilities lack experience

education. Burrows

in individuals

(

in

the area of physical

1994) believes reduced fitness levels and movement co-ordination

with disabilities are due to lack of exercise and movement experience

rather than to the disability. This lack of exercise

and experience often reduces the

desire to participate, which then leads to decreases in lime spent needed for

improvement, eventually leading to even k>wer
education, and self-esteem (Causgrove-Dunn

fitness levels, interest in physical

& Watkinson,

individuals with disabilities are given the chance to

1994).

work ak>ng

Through

inclusion,

side their peers.

Peer

helpers can be used to help increase the individuals with disabilities time on (ask while

providing a greater chance for learning to occur (Rizzo et

al..

1994: Webster. 1993).

For inclusion to work successfully, a devek>pmental teaching approach
ensure student devek)pmen(

is

is

needed to

progressive and individualtstic (Douihwaiie. 1990;

McCalK

1994; Webster. 1993).

By

providing individualized instruction, the needs of all

students are met with increased opportunity to progress and improve (Block. 1994;
Kelly. 1994). Individuals with disabilities must be given an increased opportuiuty to
participate in an inclusive environment.

together, teachers nnust encourage

them

As

students participaie and progress

all

to recognize

and vahie

their

own

strengths and

limitations (Connolly. 1994). Students will then develop an understanding

value individual differences.

-

;

Although, according to Chandler and Greene
IS

and begin to

(

1995). the goal of physical education

to develop abilities, skills, and attitudes that enhance healthy lifestyles, inclusive

physical education has

many

other benefits. Halliday

(

1993) suggests that individuals

with disabilities, like their temporarily able-bodied peers, can improve movement

skills,

performances, and co-ordination through physical education. Both temporarily able-

bodied and individuals with disabilities benefit from age-appropriate role models within
the inclusive environment (Almckinders. 1994; Bkx:k. 1994;

Klassen. 1994:

Moving

Bkxk

Bkx:k and Vogler

to Inclusion. 1994).

(

& Vogler.

1994;

1994) further state that

age-appropriate role modelling leads to appropriate social skills and acceptance, which
increases opportunities to participate and interact with peers.

interaction increases. Sherrill et

al. (

As

daily contact and

1994) state that positive attitudes towards

individuals with disabilities by their felk>w peers are greatly enhaiKed.

Inchision within physical education has

bodied and individuals with

disabilities;

teachers' attitudes towards inclusk>n

many

positive attributes to offer both able-

however, a change of curricular content

is still

needed (Chandler

& Greene.

arKl

1995).

Physical educators must rise to meet the challenges of ensuring that individuals with

n
disabtliiies experience saiisftKf ion in their inclusive

1994).

movement expchencet (CbanoUy.

Inclusion can be a valuable educational tool that nwst be nurtured and used to

ensure that

all

students receive an optimal physical education experience. liKhision

must be seen as viable today (Connolly. 1994). Diversity

when

those

who

in

education will occur only

are being educated as future practitioners are provided with an

inclusive, diverse educational experience.

VIC.---

•!

Least Restrictive Environment

.

Although inclusion can occur
environment
considered
placed

in

is

in different variations,

the least restrictive

considered the most diverse and beneficial method.

least restrictive

when an

individual

an environment which provides as

This environment can occur

in

is

An envtronmenc

is

matched with appropriate services and

much freedom and

dignity as possible.

a regular, separate, or other setting which allows for

optimal, meaningful participation by the individual (Block 8l Vogler. 1994; Sherrill.
1993). Sherrill suggests five questions that must be asked

environment
like

to be least restrictive.

when

Are they ( individuals with

everyone else? Are they actively involved

in

consideriiig an

disabilities)

movement, with

opportunities to learn as their classmates? Are they safe?

the

same

Can they achieve goals with

minimal or no assistance? Can they assume some personal responsibility
successes and failures?
the environment

The
Through

is

(p. 50).

being treated

These questions must be answered

in the

for their

affirmative

if

to be considered least restrictive.

least restrictive

environment

is

based on a continuum of devek>pmental stages.

the assessment and evaluation of an lEP. an individual with a disability is

matched wah appropriate aids/services and placed atong the continuum

m

•

an area thai

It

provides the

maximum amount

1994; Stein. 1994a). Shemll

(

of freedom and dignity (Block, 1994. 1995;

Sherrill.

1994) continues by sidting that the lEP must be designed

to provide the individual with special needs with appropriate educational experiences.

Chandler and Greene

(

1995) explain that the

LRE was developed

to suppoft the

were met successfully. Each child

to ensure that the needs of the student

naist

into an environment that pronv>tes the child's optimal cognitive, affective,

psychomotor success (Maguire. 1994). An
the regular physical education classroom.

progress determines

if

the placement

is

LRE

An

placement

is

1994b).

The

it

is

crucial for promoting learning

disabilities

^

LRE

for the individual with disabilities, the

to destroy the integrity

least restrictive

and

individual with a disability's ability to

optimal, and

While providing dignity and freedom
must not be allowed

be placed

not always appropriate in

and fostering positive attitudes towards the inclusion of individuals with
(Klassen, 1994. Webster. 1993).

lEP and

of the other students

in the class (Stein.

environment must be used to provide a successful

experience for every student involved. Block and

Zeman

(

1996) state that both

temporarily able-bodied and individuals with disabilities receive positive experiences

when

individuals with disabilities are given appropriate services and placed within a

least restrictive

environment.

A least

restrictive

environment ensures

with a disability participates with freedom and dignity; however,
student panicipate

'

.'

at

'-

it

that the individual

also helps every

a personal and equitable level.

Teacher Preparation

Although there are developing practitioners currently preparing themselves as
educators within

all

areas of academia. there

is

a need for qualified personnel to

work

with mdividuals with disabilities (Ysaeldyke. et iL. 1992). According to
(

1994). current practitioners are lacking experience and knowledge in

training to

work with individuab with

disabihties.

McCaO

programiMUc

Kowalski and Rizzo ( 1996)

tfaie that

infusion- based curriculum models are significanily increasing students' awarcnesi,

knowledge, and

attitudes

towards working with individuab with

They

disabilities.

continue to state that as the number of infusion-based courses taken increased, so did

knowledge and

attitudes

of the devek>ping practitioners.

Convincing evidence suggests

t

that professional preparation

..

^

a>^i

pcogranii are

vital in

increasing positive attitudes, practicum experiences, and devek>ping perceived

competence
(Kowalski

for those

& Rizzo.

who

plan to teach or

work with

individuals with disabilities

1996: Rizzo &. Vispoel. 1992; Stewart. 1990). Through

information, contact, and vicarious experiences, professional preparation programs can

ensure that devek>ping practitioners devek>p high levels of perceived confidence

through positive, structured, contact experiences (Kowalski &. Rizzo. 1996; Rizzo
Vispoel. 1992). Trip and Sherrill

(

1991

)

A

suggest that, through the use of empathy

sessions, developing practitioners can also gain sensitivities towards individuals with

disabilities.

.ii

Universities must provide devek)ping practitioners with experiences with

individuals with special needs using an inclusive curriculum

1994b; Goodwin. 1987).
those involved

systems

in

DePauw and Goc-Karp (1994)

teacher preparation must

work

(DePauw

A Goc-Karp.

support this notion, stating that

collaboratively towards educational

that are inclusive for all students, regardless

of disability.

^c«j

*

Convnentary and Summary
In accordance with ihts study, there

presented.

The most

significanc

gap

is

is

one main area missing from the Uteratuie

the lack of Canadian literary contribution in

physical education programming for individuals with disabilities. There
current educational

all

programming experiences, from individuals with

three levels of education

m Canada.

is

a need for

disabilities,

from

Second, we have yet to have a f^^^^^inn

model

university adapt the infiision-based approach to their physical education

A case

study publication describing the beneftts of an infiision-based model would be

paramount

in the

with disabilities

development of equitable educational opportunities

in

physical education.

^

^

for individuals

•

'

:

n

Individuals with disabilities are often viewed as different and as a result are usually
treated differently. Practitioners, teachers, and administrators in education resist change

to existing policies

and procedures and.

within individuals with disabilities.

disabilities

chance

We

in

essence, resist the inclusion of "difference"

By changing

attitudes about individuals with

and about the inclusion of individuals with

that these individuals will

must assume

have increased participation

that physical activity

disabilities.

v^i"-.i

As aforementioned,

if

a

disabilities, there

*"

is

is

a greater

m physical education.

both desired and valued by individuals with

'

least restnctive

i^**'

^

environment

^

»

is

^

provided correctly, each

individual will receive individualized, appropriate instruction. Therefore, neither the

"regular" class nor the individual with a disability will be adversely affected. Higher

education must provide continuous opportunities for existing teachers

upgrade

their skills

in

and experiences while working with individuals with

the Held to

disabilities.

21

Teadien'
foster

attitudes are viiml for

any educational e xperience. Enabling teachen to

and develop appropriate attitudes towards individuals

wNh disabiUies

will only

help in the development of an tnchisive and equitable physical education progrMa
attitudinal barriers decrease, educational opportunities for mdividuals

will flourish within the realm

wah

As

disabilaies

of physical education. All individuals, regardless of

disability, deserve positive, equitable physical education experiences that are free

from

negative attitudes, barriers, and restrictions.

The

physical education curricula in today's schools are not viable to meet the needs

of individuals with

disabilities within a least restrictive

environment

Perhaps these

teachers lack the necessary knowledge and experience working with disabilities;

perhaps changes to the current curriculum are needed. Practitioners must devek>p
insight

mto

the fact that not every child

is

able to devek>p

wnhin and experience

physical education using traditional methods. Student -based alternatives that alk>w for
equitable opportunities in panicipation and experience are needed to ensure a quality

experience within the realm of physical education.

The

strategies used

by individuals with

disabilities to attain these functional goals

must be seen as legitimate methods of panicipation within activity-based physical
education. Inclusive participation by individuals with disabilities must be seen as both
viable and acceptable in physical education.

programs are currently lacking

in sufTicient

It is

evident that undergraduate degree

course materials to prepare devek>ping

practitioners to meet the diverse needs of individuals already within the educaciofial

field.

Perhaps Canadian universities shouk) conskler the potential benefits of provkling

infusion-based courses within their university degree programs.

It is

important that

developing practitioners develop a strong understanding, knowledfe baae. and high
levels

of perceived competence and confidence

for

working with individuals with

disabilities to ensure that equitable educational experiences will

present, as well as the future.

:t<

be a reality of the

f ^h

CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH DESIGN

This research design was influenced by a cntical/pohncal oneniation. As a
researcher and advocate for students with disabihties.

I

understand and acknowledge

that individuaJs with disabilities are marginalized

and have to struggle

the university setting (Fernandez-Balboa, 199S).

Given

this.

I

for

change within

selected informants

who

could provide insight into the struggle that individuals with disabilities encounter with

Canadian university physical education degree programs. Leading practitioners were
used to inangulate the data and to provide contrast between current practices and
equitable physical education.

By

using descriptive open-ended questionnaires, the data

could be analyzed and separated for thematic viewing. These sampling strategies were

informed by the qualitative research techniques of Patton

(

1990).

These themes could

then be used to confirm the need for equitable educational opportunities for individuals

with disabilities in activity-based physical education degree programs.

li

The research was based

.1

Sampling/Informants

in activity-based university

-

•

,*••

np;-

physical education degree

programs; therefore, university professors are most appropriate as informants. With the
focus of the study on individuals with disabilities,

it

was also imponant

to gain the

perspectives of each university's special needs office. Therefore, these two samples for

this research

study were derived from the purposeful-network onentation. This network

sampling method was used to increase the number of questionnaires completed by the
informants.

The questionnaire package

for

each university, including both special needs office and

physical education questionnaires,

was

sent to each university's respective special

needs

Each specuU needs co-ordinalor was asked

office.

physical education questionnaire to a practitioner

compassionate and sensitive to individuals with

were sent packages containing two

universities

facilitation

of individuals with disabilities

to pass the

whom he/she

disabilities.

sets

feh

accompanying

was both

In total. 52

Canadian

of questionnaires regarding the

in that university's

physical education degree

programs.

Leading practitioners

in the

area of adapted physical education served as the third

group of informants. They were considered

to be leading practitioners

by

virtiie

of

their

academic publication successes and knowledge within the area of adapted physical
education. These "leading practitioners" in the area of adapted physical activity were

sought from within both Canadian and American universities. Since they are perceived
as experts in their area, they are considered to bring a purposeful-extreme case sample
orientation to the study.

practitioners.

4

in

In total.

Canada and 7

1

1

questionnaires were sent out to leading

in the

United States. The extreme case sample was

used to triangulate and validate the information gathered from the physical education
practitioners

It

were

and the special needs co-ordinators.

was important

to use three separate purposeful

rich with indigenous information

provided

its

own data from

its

own

samples

to ensure that the

dau

and description. Each purposeful sample

unique perspective. With data collection from three

distinct sources, the information gathered

was tnangulated

to gain a thorough internally

confirming description regarding the unique and understudied relationship of
individuals with disabilities and activity-based university physical education degree

programs.

Data Collection

Using a dcschptivc/inieq>rctaiivc approach,

I

examined the cunent practices and

projections that Canadian universities use in providing a least restrictive environment

within their activity-hased physical education degree programs. Before the
questionnaires were sent to the selected informants, the questionnaires were piloted

twice for content and clarification by consulting informants within each of the three
research areas. Each questionnaire was designed with open-ended questions to foster

critical reflection

and

structural analysis.

Data regarding the universities were collected through the use of two different
questionnaires.

The questionnaires

targeted physical education practitioners

special needs offices at the various universities across Canada.

questioning each university was able to present in detail

providing a least restrictive environment.

By examining

its

own

and the

Through open-ended
unique methods of

both educators and special

needs offices, data were collected about current methods of

accommodation/modification provided for individuals with
physical education degree programs

The

third

at

each university.

open-ended questionnaire,

physical education,

was developed

disabilities in current

that

focused on leading practitioners in adapted

to help triangulate the data analysis. This

questionnaire targeted leading theorists and researchers from across

United States

in

order to provide perspectives on

be equitably included

in activity-based university

practitioners' perspectives illu.strated the

environments

how

Canada and

the

individuals with disabilities might

degree programs. Leading

need for and implementation of

in activity-based university physical

least restrictive

education degree programs.

«;*

at'

Each quest lonnaire was designed

to yield insight into the current practices in

facilitating for individuals with disabilities within a physical education context.

A

letter

of acknowledgement stating the purpose of the intended research accompanied each
questionnaire and included definitions of terms. This provided the insider with a

knowledge base about

Each package also contained a self-addressed

the research.

envek>pe for easy return upon completion. All informants received both telephone

and electronic mail

calls

to verify participation in (he research study.

Furthermore, demographic information was gathered regarding each informant's

experience

in the field,

information about the university program, and information

regarding past experiences with individuals with disabilities

in

activity-based physical

education courses. This information was used to help create an understanding around
the level of acceptance of individuals with disabilities into activity-based physical

education degree programs.

Data Analysis

Through inductive
dissimilarities,

analysis, the collected data

and themes. Table

1

displays

how

were examined for panems.
this research

used description,

unique-case orientation, and the insider's perspective as the means of triangulating the
data for both con firmabi lily and credibility.
to help foster reflection

A critical theoretical orientation was used

on and understanding of the people,

stories, information,

and

27

Tablet

DMA CoUectkHi and Analvik

Special

1.

Needs Office

2.

Physical Education
-

Mail questionnaire

-

Mail questionnaire
Follow-up phone calls

-

Follow-up phone calls

-

E-mail

•E-mail

•

Structural Analysis

Structural Analysis

Content Analysis

Content Analysis

Identify Patterns and

Identify Patterns and
Develop Thematic

Develop Thematic

Statements

Statements

3.

Leading Practitioners
Mail questionnaire

Structural Analysis

-

Phone

-

E-mail

Content Analysis

calls
*»"»i

ip.*»'*'

Identify Patterns and

Develop Thematic
Statements

Triangulate Data

Comparing Content Analyses
Comparing Thematic Analyses

Disseminate Finding

themes of the study. Descripiion was necessary to capture and exemplify the need for
Canadian uni verities to acknowledge and accommodate individuals with

disabilities

uito activuy-based univer&iiy physical education degree programs.

upon

Universities must reflect

who

procedures regardmg those
equitable changes

and

(

their current educational values, polices,

ore marginalized

Henderson. 1988).

illustrate the different

and

and excluded to bruig about tocuU and

A unique-case orientation was used to examine

methods each umversity uses both

to avoid

and •cco mmodMr

individuals with disabilities in activity-based university physical education degree

programs. Last, an insider's perspective was crucial to ensure that the data collected are
not only appropriate, but also currently used in physical education degree programs.

Initially, the

questionnaires were separated into one of the three categories: Leading

Practitioners (LP). Physical Education Practitioners (PE). or Special .Needs Office (SN).

Within each grouping, the responses were compiled and organized under each specific
question.

The respondents were coded with

numerical designation (LPI PE2.
.

SNI

)

their categorical abbreviation

followed by a

to encrypt the data for verification while

ensuring the informants' anonymity. The grouped question responses were then

analyzed for patterns,

examined

similarities,

for possible repetition

and deductive codes. The responses were also

m the

informanu' language and/or feedback. These

-inductive codes" provide foundational support for indigenous thematic content.

For example, the
encrypted as LPI

.

first

As each

woukl be placed under
(LPI

).

As more

returned questionnaire from a leading practitioner woukl be

questionnaire

was analyzed, each

significant

conunent

the appropriate category followed by the designated encryption

questionnaires were returned from leading practitioners, they were

assigned the next numerical value (LP2. LP3.

etc.).

and analyzed accordingly. The

analyses of (he special needs* (SN) and physical education practitioners' (PE)
questionnaires followed the

The

same format.

qualitative data analysis presents in detail the processes involved in

programs

university's activity-hased physical education degree

and educating individuals with

in offering, accepting,

disabilities within a least restrictive

Comparisons have been drawn between the

each

environment.

universities* current practices

and

their

contributions to developing and maintaining equity within their activity-based physical

education degree programs. This enabled an opportunity for within-case and cross-case

analysis.

The
thematic

cross-case analyses were then listed

title

(see Table 2).

practitioner (PE) data

The

in

chart format under their corresponding

special needs office

(SN) and physical education

were grouped together to ensure an understanding of what the

current practices are within the Canadian universities' physical education programs.

line separates the leading practitioners

from the other informants

to

A

emphasis the

desired goals for providing equitable physical education experiences for individuals

with disabilities
chart

in activity-based

was designed

physical education degree programs. Further, the

to accentuate the data by providing a quick reference guide to each

theme. Therefore, duplicated comments were

listed

only once, followed by each

informant's encrypted code supporting that specific comment.

The

descriptive questionnaire format provides the informants the opportunity to

describe their personal experiences in working with students with disabilities in activity-

based physical education degree programs. Given that

all

informants were selected

30

Table 2

Creit-CiK FuKlmp gn Antadcs (an

CMmpk)

AUlLuyci

t.1

A'.?

Provides disability awareness workshops and seminars (SN2.9.10)
There is a need to make programs more accessible, both physically and attitudinally
(SN3)
There is a need to educate professors on possible currkrular modificalions which
maintain academic integrity (SN8)
There is a need to educate and encourage acceptance (SN9)
Faculty, staff, and student body need to improve kiK>wledge surrounding disability

awareness (SNI

1)

Disability awareness will increase attitudes towards iiKlividuals with disabilities (PE3)

Awareness
(PES)

will help people appreciate the capabilities, beliefs,

Positive attitudes of

graduate

(

non disabled peers

will increase

if

and customs of others

they see peers with disabilities

LP 1)

Activity-based courses are natural laboratories to educate devek>ping practitioners

(LP1.4)
Faculty and administrative attitudes are barriers to the inclusion of individuals with
disabilities (LP2,6.7)

Get people involved in 1-1 experiences to educate them (LP3)
Provide disability awareness training through in service training and workshops (LP3.5)

SN: Special Needs Informants
PE: Physical Education Informants
LP: Leading Practitioners

91

bated on

their

knowledge of individuaU with

disabilities within this context, the data

were intended to represent only individuals with

disabilities in activity physical

education programs. However, the inchision of individuals with disabilities into
activity* based physical education

degree programs could have potential implications on

the development of their temporarily able-bodied peers.
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDO^GS AND INTERPRETATIONS
The data analyses provide
and projections

several opportunities to disseminate the current practices

for the inclusion of individuals with disabilities into acuvity-based

physical education degree programs. This chapter examines and interprets the data from
paueiTis (Within case) to themes (cross case) using the information provided by the

informants.

As aforementioned,

tables have been inserted as a reference tool and should

be used to complement the interpretations.

^-

^

^

<*''

-

.•<.;'.'.•

Return Rate of Questionnaires

Although every Canadian university was given the opportunity

to participate, these

response rates reflect onlv those universities that currently offer physical education

degree programs. Based on a 66.7

% retum rate. 22 of 33 Special Needs Offices (SN)

returned the questionnaire. This response rate includes 45.5

questionnaires. 3.0

% (I

)

incomplete questionnaires, and 18.2

offices declining the opportunity to participate.

displayed a 39.4

<5fc

questionnaires. 3.0

participation.

72.7

The

( I )

%

incomplete questionnaires, and 3.0

leading practitioners (1,P) present an 81

% (8) completed questionnaires, and 9. %
1

(

1)

.8

15)

completed

% (6) of the special needs

( 1

%

1 )

completed

( 1 )

declined

% (9 of

1 1 )

return rate with

declining panicipation.

Organization of Data Analyses

The completed

(

The physical educators (PE) retum

(13 of 33) response rate revealing 33.3

%

%

.

m

.

•?-

questionnaires were analyzed for withm-case and cross-case patterns.

The data analyses provide researcher-generated thematic content and indigenous
thematic content that developed from the insiders' perspectives. These themes are
important issues to the inclusion of individuals with disabilities into activity-based

.

physical education degree pfOfraim. Each (hematic category

was organized

to tlhmraie

the current practices and projections within the university system: the thematic

developed out of the leading practitioners' data also added future

advocacy as

The

possibilicieft

comeiN

and

consideratiooft.

objective of this study

was

to

examine

activity -based physical education degree

individuals with disabilities.

what extent Canadian umversities*

programs

facilitate the participation

of

Each researcher-generated and uidigenous theme pfovides

insight into the current practices

and projections of Canadian physical education degree

programs when working with individuals with

The data analyses

to

disabilities in activity-based contexts.

also extend to provide direction for further re^iearch and development

to provide equitable educational opportunities for individuals with disabilities in

activity-based physical education degree programs.

To

describe to what extent universities facilitate for individuals with disabilities in

physical education degree programs, a unified, amalgamated message

Therefore, ideas and experiences from insiders were

views and visions of each thematic
in

whole or

in part,

area.

woven

was needed.

to describe the current

Each theme provides a message

that reflects,

the contributions of all informants.

Attitudes

Special needs officers and practitioners noted that there

encourage acceptance of individuals with

is

a need to educate and

disabilities in the post

secondary education

system. Faculty and administrative attitudes are serving as barriers to the inclusion of
individuals with disabilities. For a quick reference guide to the cross-case findings

attitudes, see

Table

3.

on

For programs to become both physically and attitudinally more

Table 3

'

f-

Provides disability awareness workshops and seminars (SN2.9.10)

There

ts

a need to

(SN3)
There is a need

make programs

ntore accessible, both physically

to educate professors

on possible

and atmudinally

curricular modifications

whKb

maintain academic integrity (SN8)

There

is

(SN9)
improve knowledge surrounding

a need to educate and encourage acceptance

Faculty, staff, and student body need to

awareness (SNI I)
Disability awareness

Awareness
(PES)

will increase attitudes

disabtlity

towards individuals with disabilities (PE3)

will help people appreciate the capabilities, beliefs,

Attitudes of non-disabled peers will increase

if

and customs of others

they see peers with disabilities graduate

(LPI)
Activity-based courses are natural laboratories to educate developing practitioners

(LPI. 4)
Faculty and administrative attitudes are barriers to the inclusion of individuals with
disabilities (LP2.6.7)

Get people involved

in I-

1

experiences to educate them (LP3)

Provide disability awareness training through in-service training and workshops
(LP3,5)
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aooeuible. faculty,

staff,

and ihe ^udeni body must unprove ihev koowledfe and

awareness around disability issues
services,

By

providing disability awareness workshops,

and senunars, positive attNudes towards mdividuals with

in-

disabilitiei will

increase.

Leading practitioners highlight

that activity-based

courses provide natural

laboratories for de\Yloping practitioners to get involved in one-to-one learning

experiences. Altitudes of non-disabled peers will improve as they observe and witness

peers with disabilities successfully complete
will help

encourage people to appreciate the

academic courses and graduate. This

capabilities, beliefs,

and habits of others.

Curriculum

,,,

The

all

current structure of physical education curricula across the country, according to

special needs officers and practitioners, suggests that there

is

a need for a change

in

focus for activity-based physical education classes. For a quick reference guide to the
cross-case findings on curriculum, see Table 4. Physical educators need to begin to

alter their focus

pursuits.

from elitism and create an emphasis on individualized,

However, physical educators must meet individual needs with

expectations.

By

life-long activity

realistic

determining and setting minimal requirements for success for

all

students, physical educators can bring "theory to practice" through the inclusion of

individuals with dbabilities and the infusion of disability-related issues.

flexible

to

programming and

Through

the use of a conceptual approach, physical educators are able

meet individual needs and

interests.

Leading practitioners believe

that infusion- based

models provide practitioners with

the opportunity to continuously, and consistently, relate curhcular material to disability.

4

^

Table

'^>,4

PtnHtfiponrktrrirtilMm

Cumculum
Relate physical activity and disability into the content (SN4)

Use

!»pecialized training units

and special game events (SN4.7)

Individualize (SN7.1 1.PE5)

Work

alongside student and professor to develop alternative exercises/activities

when

needed (SN13)

Use conceptual approach, allowing for flexible teaching (PEl)
Emphasize life-long activity (PEl)
There is a need to change the focus for activity classes (PEl)
Modify teaching and evaluation, not cumculum (PE3)
Meet individual needs with realistic expectations (PE5)
Bring theory to practice (PEIO)

•

Infuse disability issues into curriculum (LP2.4.8)

Meet

individual needs and interests with flexible

programming (LP3)

Activities should include active recreational pursuits of the individual with a disability

(LP3)
Individualized (LP4.7)

Determine minimal requirements

for success

J.

'

\'",

»

and

set for all students

(LP5)
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Not only does

this help

disability issues,

succeed

in

school

also helps create awareness that individuals with disabilities

can

physical education degree pfogramft. These tuccesies will help provide

menton and
will help

it

educate temporarily able-bodied itudems about relevant

increase awareness throughout the program and university. In turn, this

promote physical education

to individuals with disabilities at the secondary

level.

Inclusion

Physical education practitioners and special needs officers indicate that inchision at

the post secondary level

is

just as important as in

elementary and secondary educatioit

Inclusion initiates an equal opportunity to participate. For a quick reference guide to the

cross-case findings on inclusion, see Table

5.

disabilities receive individualized instruction.

classroom accessibility; inclusion should
encourage

aixl

It is

also paramount that individuab with

Inclusion, however,

reflect

must move beyond

an institution's philosophy to

give equal access/opportunity into activity-based physical education

degree programs. Inclusive physical education degree programs must not only be
flexible

and

activities in

equipment

full

of choices and appropnatc support services, they niist also offer

which students with

is

disabilities excel, while ensuring that accessible

available.

Leading practitioners contest

that practitioners should

embrace the ideologies

supporting inclusive, equitable oppoftunities for individuals with disabilities

in

physical

education degree programs. Practitioners are encouraged to use a team approach to
discuss students* needs, requests, and accommodations. This method helps straiegize,

implement, and accommodate a flexible individualized instructional plan with similar.

)

Tables
Crosj-CMt^

FmdinM on

lacluaioii

M«ke classroom accessible (SNI)
Use team approach

(o discu!^ student's needs, requests,

and acconunodaiions (SN2)

Increase awareness at secondary school level (SN2)
Allow individuals with disabilities to practice team sports (SN4)
Offer activities in which students with disabilities can excel (SN4)
Individualize instruction (SN5.I I.PE2.4.5.6.8.9)

Provide academic accommodations to minimize unpact of the disability on academic

performance (SN8)

Work

closely with student and professor to help straiegize and implement

accommodations (SN9)
Educate professors SN 12.13)
Ensure accessible equipment is available (SN13.PE10)
Recruit students who could serve as mentors (SNI 3)
Use flexible leaching (PEl)

^-^

(

Develop

Make

the

same expectations PE2)

•

^

^:^

(

inclusion apart of the school phik>sophy (PE3)

Give equal opportunity (PE 10)

No

?

modifications

may

'**

be necessary (PEl

1

Encourage and give equal access/opportunity to enrol in physical education programs
(LP 1. 2.8)
Programs must be flexible and full of choices and supports (LP3,7)
Inclusion must use infusion-based model (LP2.4.8)
Inclusion in post-secondary education

is

just as important as in

secondary education (LPS .6)

elementary

^

Individualize (LP6)

Inclusion creates opportunity to partkripate (LP6.8)

-..

>;/.
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yet appropnaie. expectMioM. While providing appropnaie academic accomroodacioot,

II

will help

minimize the impact of (he

on academic performance. For

disability

inclusion to be successful, physical education pracikioners need to accept that
individuals with disabilities are wtlltng. viable students,

who deserve

opponunities as their temporanly able-bodied peers. Practitioners

the

same

may need

to educate

themselves around current strategies and models that provide inclusive environments

and are

liensitized to disability issues.

practitioners

Infusion-based models encourage both

and temporarily able-bodied students

to continually

develop and relate

educational material to disability. While providing understandmg. this reinforcement

helps develop inclusive attitudes and social expectations.

The Least

Environment

Restrictive

Special needs officers and physical education practitioners see the least restrictive

environment as a continuum of opportunities

for individuals with disabilities.

quick reference guide to the cross-case findings on.the

Table

6.

For the

the freedom

least restrictive

least restrictive

environment to be successful,

and dignity of all those involved

is

maintained.

it

The

For a

environment, see

needs to ensure that
least restrictive

environment's underlying concepts are to provide the appropriate academic

acconunodations

that allow all students to partictpaie

Leading practitioners add by
instruction, adequate resources,

stating that

based on

their

own

ability.

by providing peer helpers, individualized

and competent

instructors, the opportunity for activity-

based physical education degree programs to provide a
greatly enhanced. .Moreover, involving students

least restrictive

wHh disabilities

environment

is

with collaborative

decision-making. lEP meetings, and assessment protocol devetopment will ensure that

TiMe6

The Least Rcttnctivc Environmem

^^

Provide academic accommodilioni lo minimize impact (SN8)

Ask students to be involved (SNIO)
U$epccrhclpcrMPE4,ll)

_.

..fx;

Individualize instruction (PE5)

Modify use of equipment (PES)
Meet and discu&s with student (PE4.6.9.I0.1

>

i^^

1)

Need adequate resources and competent teachers (LP2.3)
Use assessment. lEP meetings, and collaborative decision making (LP3)
Individualize instruction (LP3)

'

>

'

<

'

Give lots of choices for activities and services (LPI)
Use tutors and consultants with disabilities (LP3)

:
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f.
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Modifications must adhere to competencies being taught (LPS)

Be

flexible

and creative (LP6)
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any modificaiions considered

will

adhere to thoic competencies being tiughi. In

addition, collaboration with individuals with disabilities is consuhanis and tutors will

help ensure that a variety of choices, services, and appropr iate equipment are available.
Parallel

Curriculum

Special needs officers and physical education practitioners state that a parallel

curriculum can be used to help individuals with disabilities to meet academic
expectations in activity-based physical education courses. For a quick reference guide to
the cross-case findings

on

the least restrKtive environnwnt. see Table 7. Physical

education practitioners naist advocate for student involvement and be willing to provide

ahemative evaluation methods and locations.
Leading practitioners expand by stating

that

it

is

also essential that current

practitioners advocate for alternative forms of evaluation, student's participation

and

assessment, as well as being willing to replace physical demonstration with verbal

testing.

Although modification

curriculum, and evaluation,

some

to the regular

may be

program, more specifically the instruction,

sufficient, a parallel

curriculum

may be needed

for

diverse learning individuals.

Peer Helper
Peer collaboration

is

an essential element

in

providing an equitable, inclusive, and

accessible activity-based physical education degree program. For a quick reference

guide to the cross-case findings on the least restrictive environment, see Table

8.

Peer

collaboration can offer opponunity. modification, facilitation, support, and safety to

both temporarily able-bodied students and students with

disabilities.

Peer helpers, such

as note takers, scribers. tutors, readers, and volunteers, can help ensure that the

42

Table?

Pafalki CufTJCulum

Provide ahemaiive evaluation locations (SN2J.4.7.9.10.I6)

from of evaluation, student's participation, assessment.
replace physical demonstration of knowledge skill with verbal testing (SN7)
Help modify curriculum, instruction* and evaluation (SN2.7.8. 10.14)
Advocates for student involvement (SN2.5.7.9)

Advocate

for altemaiive

Modify regular program

rather than develop a parallel

program (LP5)

aiKl
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Tables
Fiwlinn 00 Pfig

HdM
t>ilto>

Feef Helper

Peers provide academic (notetaken. scnbcrs. tutors, readers, vohimeers) suppoit

(SN 1. 2.3.4.7.9.

1

2,

1

3)

Peers help modify and

Peer collaboration

is

facilitate

key

(SN 1.2.9)

for accessibility

(SN4)

Ensure safety and support (SN14.1S)

Use tutors to help offer LRE (LP3)
Employ consultants with disabilities (LP3)
Give students a

facilitator role

(LP6)

Peer helper shouM change with activity (LP6)

.'

'vC.

''
.

appropnate suppoft services are available lo those

who need

them. In activiiy-btaed

courses, peer helpers are needed (o provide support, options, and ideas in

By employing

movement

consultants with disabililiet. mentors and role

modeb can

develop and help showcase (he oppoftuniiies available to students with

disabilities.

contexts.

Accessibility

Special needs officers and physical education practitioners agree (hat accenibiliiy

into

Canadian

programs,

is

universities,

more

plagued with both

specifically activity-based physical education degree

attitudinal

and physical

barriers.

guide to the cross-case findings on accessibility, see Table

9.

For a quick reference

Students with disabilities

need nwre than equal opportunity.

Institutions

classroom location and

In activity-based physical education courses,

suitability.

and degree programs

naist consider

appropnate equipnoent. resources, and opportunities with choices and support naist be
available.

Leading practitioners noted

(hat

Canadian universities do not advertise physical

education degree programs as viable options for students with

disabilities.

Universities

should advertise tha( high school s(uden(s with disabilities are not only encouraged, but
also accepted into activity-based physical education degree programs. Genuine
accessibility will help students with disabilities to actively pursue recreational

and

educational interests through peer collaboration, individualized progranuning. and the

use of a conceptual learning approach.

)
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Table9
Pim<ingiftnAm«tihliiY

Ensure there is a suitable clmfoom (SN 1
Make environment both attitudinally and physically accessible (SN3.I0)
Use peer collaboration (SN4)
Ensure appropriate equipment is available (SN13)
Conceptual approach allows for participation by all students (PEI)
Make programs inclusive by making them individually-based (PE2)
Advertise opportunities

in

high schoob (PEIO.l

1)

Opportunities, with choices and support, shoukl be given (LPl. 2.3.5)
Individuals with disabilities must be accepted and encouraged to partkripate (LPI,3)

Adequate resources,
It is

tutors, consultants,

and teachers must be available (LP2.3)

important for active recreatk>nal pursuits (LP4)

Universities

do

not advertise for individuals with disabilities (LP6.8)

46

AdvooMe/Empower
According to special needs officers and physical education
responsibilities to educate the student body. aafT.

around

disability, institutions

practttioners,

«

is

our

and other practitioners on issues

of higher learning. For a quick reference guide to the

cross-case findings on advocate/empower, see Table 10. Through workshops and

inservkes. students, practitioners, and staff develop and understand
^

how

flexible

-

.-i

teaching methods, academic accommodations, and ahemative methods of evaluation

help students with disabilities to participale with equitable oppoituntfy. These
It

information sessions will help educate and influence students, professionals, and
practitioners to encourage students with disabiluies to apply to physical education

degree programs.

If

students with disabilities arc to develop equal opportunity in

activity-based physical education degree programs, practitioners must

advocMe and

advertise for inclusion.

Leading practitioners believe

that in activity-based physical

education courses,

practitioners need to encourage students with disabilities to investigate the

of class material to determine how
facilitate these students in

this will affect their disability.

working ak>ngside

suitable alternatives within the course context

staff

if

We

components

must then

and practitioners to devek>p viable,

needed.

By

involving the studeiu in the

devek>pment. implementation, and ongoing critique of these accommodations, the
student with disabilities will have invested ownership of responsibilities within the

class.

This method of empowerment will help ensure the student with disabilities an

equal opportunity to partkrtpate

in

an equitable domain

)
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Table 10

Advocate/Empowef

Have

student investigate components of class maieriaJ to detetmine

how

(SN2)
academic accommodations, methods of evahiations. and

this will

impact

his/her disability

Advocate

for

participation

(SN5.7.IO)

Get students involved in the development and implementation of the accommodations
(SN7.8.12,13J>E6)
Educate student body, staff, and professors on disability isaies (SN9)
Encourage employment opportunities (SNIO)
Facilitate professors and students to develop ahemaiives (SN13)
Advert ise for inc lusion PE 0. 1 1
Give the ;»tudent with a disability responsibilities within the class (PEIO)
(

1

Encourage students with disabilities to apply to physical education programs (LP2)
Provide workshops and inser vices to professionals (LP3)
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Awareness
Both physical education practitioners and special needs
is

officers agree that awareness

the key to changing altitudes towards students with disabilities. For a quick reference

guide to the cross<ase findings on awireneti. see Table

1 1

.

As

practitioners,

educate those around us to change their aitttudes towards mdividuals with

Through workshops and

inservices. (acuhy, staff,

and the

sttident

we

nvist

disabilitief.

body can be

encouraged to accept and devek>p an understanding of the needs and issues around the
area of disability. Physical education practitioners can pioneer role modeling by

advocating and endorsing disability and inclusion
courses. Educating that partk:ipation

changes

in attitudes

is

m activity-based physical education

ahvays possible, a role nvxlel can help create

while demonstrating practical inclusive sohitions. Awareness and

education develop and flourish within naturally occurring environments.

Leading practitioners express

that students with disabilities in

secondary or post

secondary education must be educated about making crucial decisions and made aware

of available support

ser\'ices.

These students must also be offered

activities in

which

they can excel. Disability sporting events must be endorsed to demonstrate an
institution's dedication

and willingness to provide equal and equitable opportunities for

individuals with disabilities. Physical education practitioners nnust begin to implement
the use of an infiision-based curriculum model. This

model connects

alt

course content

material to disability-related issues aiul information. All students within the degree

program shoukl have

to

complete

at least

one course

in disability studies.

This

practically oriented course shoukl. within the course requuements. provkle

each student

the opportunity to interact with individuals with disabilities in a placement sening

1

)
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Table

II

Provide workshops to faculty and staff about disability needs and issues

(SN2.9.II.PE2)
Educate students with disabiluies

in the

secondary school system about making crucial

decisions (SN2)

Offer activities

which students with

can excel (SN4)
Encourage acceptance by educating student body, faculty, and staff (SN9. 1.13)
Make students with disabilities aware of available support services (SN 10. 14. 1 5)
in

Involve students

in

disabilities

working with individuals with

disabilities in

community groups

(PE2)
Awareness is the key to changing attitudes towards students with disabilities (PE3)
Educate students with disabilities that physical education ts a viable post secondary
option (PE4)
Create awareness by practkring vark>us adaptatk>ns of activities taught (PEIO)
Advertise for inclusion (PEIO.I

Awareness comes from

I

naturally occurring inclusive environments

(LPI)

Consider opportunity for available jobs (LP3)

Endorse

disability sporting events

(LP3)

Infuse disability issues throughout the

cuniculum (LP4)

-"
*•<>!.«>
"»
Educate to change attitudes (LP4)
Role models help create changes in attitudes (LP5.8)
Use workshops. discussk>ns. and videos to show students with disabilities being
successful (LP5)
Educate that participation is always a possibility (LP6)
All students should complete at least one required course in disability studies (LP6.7)

All students shouki be required to practise adapting, role play, attend a required

placement, and devek>p some teaching experience within a disability context (LP6)

so

They should

also be requvcd lo practise adapting, modifying, and evaluating wiihai

disability contexts.

The%

practical applicaiions will help provide

understanding towards peers

empathy and

wKh disabiUies.
Barriers

As aforementioned,

banters to studenu with disabilities mto activity-bascd physical

education degree programs are whhin the structural and anitudmal domains

quick reference guide to the cross-case frndings on barriers, see Table

12.

For a

According to

special needs officers and physical education practitioners, these barriers, although

similar, vary in significance, propoftionality.

significant, are barriers

and context. Structural

which provide obstacles

barriers, the least

to students with disabilities

from

reaching a destination area by means of unaided personal travel. These structural

from attending classrooms, sating with peers,

barriers alienate students with disabilities

and transporting within and around the

university.

attitudes: faculty, staff, administration,

and other students who lack empathy and

Attitudinal barriers are people's

understanding towards the needs of students with disabilities.

Leading practitioners

state that, in the forefront, there

transition of students with disabilities

Given

this

is

hmited preparation for

from secondary to post secondary cducnioit

poor preparation, students with

disabilities

do

not see themselves at

candidates for post secondary physical education degree programs

.

With

little

guidance,

the inability of students with disabilities to see themselves and their potential serves as

yet another barrier

At the

between them and the

field

of physical education.

institutional level, physical education

degree programs have emphasized

elitism and performance -baNcd curricula in universities across Canada. This ideology

)

SI

Table 12

in

Poor/ limited preparation for transition of students with disabilities from secondary
school to post -secondare education (SN2)

Current professor are products of clue' perfomiance/profesiional spoft-biied

curriculum (PEl)
^Professors and staff lack

empathy towaids audents wnh

Physical education professors

who

disabilities

are reluctant to modify

(PE 1

instruction

and evaluational

techniques! LP 1)

and administrators (LP2,8)
Students with disabilities who do not apply (LP2)
Professors' attitudes and lack of creativity (LP3)
Lack of administrative support (LP3)
Professors' emphasis on elitism and performance-based curricula (LP4.7.8)
People's attitudes: faculty,

staff,

Lack of training and few trained instructors (LP6)
Lack of adaptive equipment (LP6)
Heterogeneity of type and severity of disabilities
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has produced currem pro fc ao u as products of an

**elice

physical educators

modify curricutum. instructioa. and evahiaiiooaJ techniques, k

thai professors*

training

perfonnaficc/profesaioiiaJ

cunem

sport-based curriculum. Given ihis level of -elkanu"
rehictant lo

"

currem ankudes and lack of cmtfivity are a resuk of little

and few trained insinictors

in

barriers directly affect other support

is

(if

mt

apparent

any)

empathizing outside "elitisnt" These aitiiudinal

mechanisms such

as funding, administrative

suppon, adaptive equipment, and academic support.
Benefits

r

As aforementioned,
seminars for faculty,

disability

staff,

awareness

is

and students about

For a quick reference guide

heightened through workshops and

disability issues

to the cross-case findings

on

needs officers and physical education practitioners agree
attitudes, appreciation,

and accommodations.

benefits, see

that

Table

13.

Special

awareness improves

and peer collaboration towards individuals with

disabilities.

Role models, for both temporarily able-bodied students and students with

disabilities,

are evidence of mutual admiration and appreciatk>n of difference between peers.
Inclusive environments help

all

students devck>p a practical and theoretical

understanding of programming, planning, and evaluating for diverse types of learning.

Leading practitioners
that reflects the reality

stress that as practitioners,

we

are able to utilize a curriculum

of our society. By creating equitable educalk>nal opportunities

while maximizing individual resources, our students devek>p a greater uiKkrstandmg of
diversity within education. This understanding will help ensure that equity for students

with disabilities

in activity physical

education degree programs can be a

reality.

S3

4.

Tible 13

cre»-CMc Pjmlinii

Awareness

is

nn llfiMfiii

heightened through workshops tnd seminirs for (acuky and staff on

disability issues

and special needs accommodaiions (SN2,9,10)

Peer collaboration (SN4)

Awareness improves attitudes towards students with disabilities (PE3)
Awareness creates an appreciation of others capabilaies (PE5)
Everything ftom attitudes to teaching techniques (LPl)
Excellent role models (LP2.5. 6.8)

Virtue ethics: society creating equal educational opportunities while maximizing
individual resources (LP3)
a curriculum which reflects reality fLP4)
creates positive attitudes towards individuals with

equity for individuals with disabilities

in the

disabilities

(LP5)

physical education field (LPl)
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CHAfTER FIVE: DISCUSSION AND RECCOMMEhlDATlONS

The

hasis of this ftudy focuses

on

co

whu exieiu

degree prognuns faciliuie for individtuis
practitioners, university special

universiiy physical edticjf ion

y^tth disabiliiie*.

By lumg physical education

needs officers, and leading practitioners

in the area

of

adapted physical education, insiders' perspectives were generated. The intention o(

was

researcher

to gain insight into

how Canadian

this

universities currently facilitated for

individuals with disabilities; and in doing so. provide recommendations that could

provide an increased participation rate of individuals with disabilities
education programs.

.

%

.

This section will draw connections between the current
content that has developed from the insiders' perspectives

recommendations have developed

in

in physical

.r,or--^

literature

<^.

and the thematic

Further, seven

support for equitable educational opportunities for

individuals with disabilities. Last, this section will provide implKations for long- and

shon-term strategies to help develop and implement the aforementioned
recommendations.

.luvi.

>

i>.

,

Discussion

As aforementioned, having
education experiences.

I

assumed

participated in inclusive activity-based physical

that individuals with disabilities

participate in activity-based physical education.

enthusiasm of

all

responses excited

response

rate.

I

informants did not meet

me

still

Believing that

feel they

my

could and want to

Although the participation

rate

and

expectations, the majonty of the wntten

;

my open-ended questionnaires lessened my

were important

around disability and physical education.

in bringing

forward the underl)ing concerns
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These findings have provided

insighi utfo ihe

currem

practices.

pro|pctions. and

procedures used by physical education practitioners and special needs

facilitaiivT

coordinators

activiiy-based physical education programs. If uidividuab with

in

disabilities are to achieve **equ«able'* educational opportunity, then today's physical

education degree programs must change, both

m curriculum and

uistruction. to prepare

developing practitioners and lo meet the current needs of the educational system

(DePauw.

1996). Current professors are products of (PEl

).

and place an emphasis on

performance/professional sport-based curriculums (LP4.7.8). The focus of activity
classes needs to change to an individually based inclusive environment (PEl. 2).
In order to demonstrate equitable education, our next steps must be those of

implementing and monitoring inclusion. According to Block
disabilities are forced to

meet existing curricular standards

temporarily able-bodied students.

If

(

that

1994). students with

were designed for

students with disabilities are to succeed

m activity-

based physical education courses, (he impact of their disability on the course-related
material must be considered.

the impact of the disability

Academic accommodations must be provided to minimize

on a

Both the informants and the

student's academic performance (SN8).

literature

continue to suppon that professors,

staff,

and

temporarily able-bodied students lack understanding as a result of uisufficient education

and limited exposure

Lynch

& Gussel.

to disability

1996; West et

(PEl LP6: Chandler

al..

.

1993).

However,

if

A.

Greene. 1995; Torkleson-

practitioners, staff,

and students

are not provided with appropnaie educational resources, information sessions, and
interactive opportunity, then attitudes towards individuals will not

(SN2.9.

10.

1

2.

1

3;

change

PE2; LP2.3.8). Academic preparation and contact experience can be

'Wv

I.*.

used to influence siudenu' ttttfudes and
1994;

staff,

KowaUkt

A

Rizzo. 1996. Rizzo

in luni increase

A

perceived confidence

Ktrtendall. 1995).

(1

As more praci«ionen.

and the temporanly abk-bodied endorse the mchision of uidividuah with
and leveb of acceptance

disabiitties into physical education courses. Mtitudes

become
itself IS

the norm.

done

in

Diversity

m education

will

will

become apparent only when rdantmg

an equitable and diverse manner.

According to Vogler and Block ( 1994). the implementation of a mukilevel
curricular approach will enable physical education practitioners to use the

same

curriculum area, but will allow for different goals based on each student's abiUiy.
Further, this multilevel approach

may have

individuals with disabilities use the

instructional goals, but follow a different curriculum (Block, 1994;

1994). >^'hile

it

support (PEI;

is

important that curriculums are flexible and

LP 1.2.3.5.7; Moving

individualized instruction (SN5.7.I

to Inchision. 1994);

I;

it

is

full

Vogler

same

A Bk)ck«

of choices and

imperative that they offer

PE2.4.5.6.8.9; LP3.4.6.7). Flexible

programming

approaches are needed to alk>w individuals with disabilities to participate and equitably
challenge themselves ak>ngside their temporanly able-bodied peers.
practitioners continue to use flexible teaching

strategies

peer tutoring

in activity-based physical

importatu that

methods (PEI ) and effective classroom

(DePauw. 1996) as they

management

It is

utilize individualized uistruction

education courses.

and

<

Physical education practitioners must begin to bring disability issues into their

current

cumculums

(LP2.4,8).

The key. however,

is

to devek)p an infiision-based

curriculum throughout the physical education degree program (DePauw
1994a; KowaLski. 1995;

Kowabki

A Rizzo.

1996).

An

A Goc Karp.

infusion-based curriculum
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contains disabiliiy information wiihin every courie of the physical eduction degree

program.

If all faculty

members were

to endorse the infusion of disability information

into their respective courses, current aniiudes

barriers to individuals with disabilities

DePauw and Goc Karp

(

and leveb of awareness would increase as

would decrease.

1994a) provide a three level infusion approach to university

physical education degree programs.

The Additive component provides a

learning experience such as a guest lecture or a small assignment.

component would

question* clarify, and assess

predispositions, and educational goals.

or practicums modified.

and appreciation and

By

The iBdnriofi

knowledge around assumptions,

These would include journal writings, debates,

relating disability into the content,

attitudes

single

awareness

is

increased,

whh disabilities would develop (SN4:

towards students

PE3.5; LPS). Last, the Infusion component would provide knowledge, appbcation, and
synthesis of information within each class. This specific knowledge base

tested through critical self-reflection exercises,

and equitable, and examination (DePauw

devebpuig

& Goc Karp.

wouM be

activities that are inclusive

1994a). Students

shouM be

required to devek>p inclusive activities, practice adaptive techniques, and be involved

contact experiences (PE 10; LP6).

,

m

s

Infusion- based curriculums force students to continually relate and apply disability

knowledge

to their personal

devek>pment

in the

teaching and learning areas. Prok>nged

exposure to an infusion model will help students to devek>p a gieater understanding and
appreciation of disability issues (Kowalski. 1995: Kowalski Sl Rizzo; 1996). Further,

continuous exposure and awareness are key to changing attitudes towards individuab
with disabilities (SN9.1 1.13; PE3). Individuals with disabilities can only benefit from a

greater understanding and appfeciation of disabil«y by profesiors and ther temporarily

able-bodied peers.

As

*

institutions of higher learning, practitioners

development of

theoretical

development and

must not only be exemplary

framework, we must also lead by example

models

utilization of educational

that

in the

in the

demonstrate the expectaiiom of

inclusion of individuals with disabilities in physical education programs. Current

practitioners need to continue educating themielves

that maintain

academic

integrity,

on

possible curricular modificaiioitt

while enabling students with disabilities to participate

(SN8). As developing practitioners learn

in inclusive

environments, inchision and

social acceptance of individuals with disabilities into activity-based physical education

courses will be realized (DePauw
Practitioners' attitudes

& Goc

Karp. 1994b).

and lack of creativity serve as barriers to the inclusion of

individuals with disabilities (LP3). Current practitioners must use patience, alternatives,

creativity,

initiate opportunities for individuals

and enthusiasm ( York. 1993) to

By

disabilities to experience equitable activity-based physical education.

conceptual approach that albws for flexible teaching strategies (PEl

).

decision making process can be utilized to dcvctep ahematives (LPS),
that teaching

with

using a

the collaborative

ft is

indicative

approaches make use of peer helpers, modified equipment, and the

appropriate servkres

(

SN

1

.2.9.

1

3;

PE4.5. 1

1

.

LP2.3).

It is

crucial however, to ensure thai

any modificatwns or alternatives adhere to the competencies being taught (LP3). The
courses are
inclusk>n of students with disabilities into activity physical educatk>n degree
limited only by the thoughts and actions of those involved

«-

Aft

aldrvmemioned, the

lOfttdcfi

and the iMcraiure hive nndt « ckar

with disabilities need individualized instruction

courses (Moving to Inclusion. 1994).

ui

Uiac mdividiiali

activ«y-based physical eductfion

If the uidividualized

m

ft

m

ctiOB

li

to be

conducive to an optimal and equitable learning experience. « must be based on each
individuars disability (Stem. 1994b) and provided
1994; Block

&

in

a least restrictive manner (Bbck.

Vogler. 1994; Shemll. 1993). This includes the need for appropriate

academic aids and services (SN 1.2.3.4.7,9. 1 2. 13). access to mfomMtion. and mchisive
participation (Senge

The

least restrictive

& Dote-Kwan.
environment

is

1995; Smith

A Lusthaus.

a viable option

in

1995; West, et al 1993).

providing an equtable physical

education experience for both students with disabilities and temporarily able-bodied
students.

It is

•>

v-

^

ai

essential that individuals with disabilities are provided with ahernative

oppodunities and academic choices within physical education (LPl.23.5; Loewen.
1993;

Moving

to Inclusion, 1994)). Peer collaboration

disabilities attain the in-class support

Block

(

1994) explain that by

usmg

can help students with

needed to participate with success. Vogler and

different uidividuals to provide instructional

managerial, and behavioral support, every individual involved wilt gain
perspectives into the class material without

compromismg thev study efToru. This

approach helps increase the students* repertoire of instructional and support
individuals with disabilities receive the MOeisary support mechanisms.

Empowering

the students with disabilities to take

inclusion into the program will help

u

new

some

tools,

while

<v

responsibilities for their

m their personal and academic devctopfneot.

Students with disabilities must be encouraged to become inwlved

in the

decision
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anking proccu regarding academic suppon.
(heir physical

education counei

(

services,

SN2 J.7.8.9. 10.

1

2.

1

mming akemaiivet in

and progra

3;

PE4.6.9. 10. 1

1 ).

Individuals

with disabiluies have the responsibiUy in post secondary education to lelf-identify and
request iiervices as a self-advocate (Torkelson-Lynch

The education system

is

A GusseL

1996).

currently not conducive to the equitable inchision of

individuals with disabilities by virtue of barriers

wuhin

(he system. Structural

prognun-related. and attitudinal barriers are preventing studenu with ditabilitiea from

succeeding
inhibit

in activity-based

physical education degree programs. Structural barriers

and alienate students with

disabilities

from the

rest

of the university. Barriers

such as inaccessible buildings, limited transportation and parking accommodations, and
elevator locations

(if any), significantly inhibit

students with disabilities* ability to

access information, attend classes, and socialize with peers (Scott. 1993; West, et al.
1993).

We

need to ensure

(hat

our programs are attitudinally accessible and our

classrooms are physically accessible (SN13). Although these barriers

may seem

insignificant to some, (he academic and social implicaiions can be insurmountable.

It is

simple, universities do not advertise for uidividuals

Program- related

barriers pre\-en( students with disabilities

wah disabilities (LP6.8).

from participating

education degree programs. The lack of administrative support

of adaptive equipmem. inservice

(raining,

is

in

physical

amplified by the lack

and limited trained instructors (LF3.6).

Further, programmatic considerations such as appropriate resources, services, and

funding arc limited (Loe wen. 1993; Scott. 1993; West,

ct al.. 1993).

^

Without equitable

resources, students with disabilities can not be eiipected to succeed. Equitable inclusion
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exemplifies Uun students with dtsabi lilies are provided with the necessvy nipport
services to poceniially achieve in activNy-bascd physical education degree proframa.

Anitudinal harriers have been identified as having a detnmental effect on
individuals with dtsabilmes participaiing

at

any educational

level.

Professors and

temporary able-bodied students have preconceived notions about individuals with
disabilities'

by

imelkciual and performance ability (Scott, 1993). Informants suppon this

stating that practitioners*, administrators*, and temporarily able-bodied students*

attitudes lack

empathy (PEL LP2.6.7.8). This consequently and adversely

affectt the

individuals with disabilities* programming, participation, and evahiational cnteria

(Cohen, 1994). Furthermore,
professors and peers

is

their ability to relate intellectually

adversely affected (West et

disabilities nnust be seen as competent,

al..

and

socially to their

1993). Individuals with

knowledgeable colleagues

who are able to teach

and educate alongside the temporarily able-bodied.

The

inclusion of individuals with disabilities in post secondary education

important as

in

devebpmg

in that

develop and foster positive attitudes towards each other (LPI

.^

race, or gender.

activity

just as

elementary and secondary education (LP5.6). Inchisive activity-based

physical education degree courses are the ideal forum

The

is

).

students can

regardless of disability,

'
•

benefits of the inclusion of individuals with disabilities are significant. Physical

is

considered both therapeutic and educational (Burrows. 1994).

A superficial

standpoint suggests that this opportunity will alk>w individuals with disabil«ies to
benefit from actively initiating, developing, and participatmg

Burrows expbins

that this is very beneficial, since

m physical activity.

reduced fitness leveb and movement

coordination problems

w«h disabililiet me won ffhHrtf<t to lack of

in mdividujils

exercise and experience rather than an aspect of thev dt&abiUy

m confidetice. lelf-efteem. and social skilb accordinf to

also contribute to an incfeaae

Loewen 1993) and Moving
(

This participatioQ can

to Inclusion

(

1994).

Enabling individuals with dtsabiliiies to partictpaie alongside their temporarily able-

bodied peers would allow them the opponunity to further
potentially help

them

attain their desired career.

Abo.

their educational

goab and

inchtsion provides the

opportunity for positive role models to develop. Positive role modeb. with or wiUiout a

can have a significant influence on the inchision of studems widi dbabiliiies

disability,

in the

classroom (LP2.4.5.6.8;

Movmg

to Inclusion. 1994).

students the opportunity to critically self-reflect

Inclusive environments giv«

on predisposed iMumptiot ts and

anitudes related to individuals with disabilities ( Kowalsku 1995).

Kowabki continues

to suggest that self-reflection creates awareness aiKi influences positive anitudes (PE3:

LP4,5).

If

our educational goal

is

to develop practitioners to foster

and embrace

diversity in education, then the beneflts of inchision of individuab with disabilities

physical education degree programs

is

iflM>

unquestionable.

Recommendations
There are seven recommendations

that

have emerged from

my

findings that are

applicable to the inclusion of individuals with disabilities into activity-based physical

education degree programs.

I

believe each of these recommendations

is

a viable

opportunity for helping create equitable opportunities for individuals with disabilities.

A brief description and commentary will follow each of the recommendationr
I.

An

mfusion-based curriculum
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2.

Provide imervicc tramiiig for curreoi prict«ioiien and tuff, grounded

in infiif ion

and cKe practical chaJleofes N bnngs.
3.

Employ an Adapted Physical Education SpecuUut.

4.

Pro% tde and endor^ the use of peer helpers.

^

Adventse

^

Provide access to and appropriate services, information, and equipment

L

Develop cross-Canadum universNy guidelines

for inclusive physical education

^

!

degree programt.

that

can be supported and

monitored by a representative, consultative board of practitioners, researchers,

and

disability insiders.

Recommendation

An

An

I:

'

v

,<

^

r

,

infusion-ba.sed curricuhim

infusion- based curriculum

is

paramount

for the equitable inclusion

of individuals

with disabilities into activity- based physical education degree programs (LP2.4.8).

It is

also imperative for the fostering of positive attitudes of current practitioners and in the

development of positive
based curriculum

is

attitudes in temporarily able-bodied students. If

to be successful,

all

faculty should

development around course-related issues (DePauw

St

an

infiisioii-

assume some ownership of the

Goc

Karp. 1994a). The

evohition of an infusion-based curricuhim increases commitment, understanding, and
collaboration between students and practitioners around the acceptance and

acknowledgement of diversity
all

in

physical education. This approach will better prepare

students within and beyond post secondary education.

Recommendation
grftWKM

2:

I" infusion

^

Provide inservice training for cufiCTi nfictilinnrfi inrt Miff

and the oractical chal ltngt^ f ^Iflgl

'

-^

-

•

<n..^^

Inaervice training

is

needed to faciliuie diote profetsionals currenily involved

instructing, coordinating, or servicing

teutons

any pari of the student body

These inservice

will help educate these professionals in relating to. providing (or.

acconunodating of individuals with

disabilities

in

and

(SN2.9.I0.I I.I2.I3; PE2; LP3»5).

Individuals with disabilities have identified the lack of appropriately trained educators

and

staff as

an issue surrounding access and support for educational related services

(Loewen. 1993). Inservice training sessions can be used to examine pradi^iOMd
aisumpiions. concerns, and views towards mdividuals with

disabilities.

In cases

where

these inservice sessions are utilized, attitudes towards individuals with disabilities

would increase and support services

The development of positive
effect

for individuals with disabilnies

attitudes in faculty

on developing students and other

Recommendation

3:

disabilities.

devebp awareness

adapted physical education specialist

As adapted

m educators and sulf

However, these inservice workshops

continuous training of practitioners and
1995).

have a ripple

Emptov an Adapted Phvsical Education SpecialiM

about individuals with

An

staff will

staff alike.

Inservice workshops will help educate and

enough.

and support

would be enhanced.

staff is not

is

needed

will not be

for three reasons. First, the

being met (Chandler Si Greene.

physical activity evolves, the adapted physical education specialist

can help other educators and

staff to continue to

devek>p strategies to provkie for

individuals with disabilities. Second, as problems arise, the physical educaikxi

specialist

can mediate any difficulties between individuals with

practitioners

and

between the two

staff.

disabilities

and current

This mediation provides new perspectives and commonalilies

in conflict.

Last, an adapted physical education specalist

is

needed to
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provide expertise

in the area

development and critique
existent.

devoted to adapted phytical educaiiofi. W«hottt tlm.

in the

Ideally, this position

evolution of adapted physical education would be non-

could be held by an individital

w«h a disability who

is

qualified in the area of physical education (LP2.3).

Rcconruncndation

Provide and endorse the use of peer helpers

4:

Peer helpers are essentul to the success of individuals with disabilities

in activity-

based physical education experiences (SNU.3.4.7.9.12,13.14.15; LP3.6; Block
1993; Levinsonet al

.

1991.

Moving

to Inclusion. 1994:

Rizzocf

al..

et aL.

1994; Webster.

1993). In providing equitable educational experiences, peer helpers ensure safety and

suppon

for individuals with disabilities

(SN 14.15; Moving

to Inclusion. 1994) while

they gain insight into the teaching-teaming experience (Rizzo et aL 1994).
importantly, each student's awareness of disability issues

is

More

heightened through the

positive experiences of individuals with disabilities in activity-based physical education.

These experiences help develop positive

Moving

role models, regardless of disability

v

to Inchision. 1994).

Recommenda tion

5:

Advertise for inclusive phvsical education degree

*^

(LP6;

t

proyrum

Universities currently offer special education and adapted physical education

courses. Their goal

is

to educate developing practuioners in the area of special

education and adapted physical education.

If

these courses exist as a premise to educate

developing practitioners about special populations and adaptive physical education,

do
in

universities not advenise that physical education degree

why

programs are viable options

post secondary education (LP6.8)? If adapted physical eduction courses aie to be an

asset to the

development of university students, then an inclusive program

that educate%

;

individuals with deabiimes and temfwranly able-bodied siudenu
representative of that which

s

based physical education degree pfogram

ft;

is

that

ti.„

make a

an activity-

1

PrT?^«kawttittm*mffWfifttKriv^> mfnwts^iii m^A
*

(

w«h disabilities

•

a vuible. worthy option (SN2. PE4. 10. 1

equipmem

Loewen 1993)

rm«>

being professed Canadian universaies should

conscious effort to adveitise to high school students

RffcirmnfffHla^iffn

would be

^,

.

r

explains that individuals with disabilities have identified lack of

appropriate services, limited funding, and poor policies in universities legardmg acoets

and procedures as problematic areas within the university. As students, individuals with
disabilities

have the

right to access to

and appropnate services, information, and

equipment. Unfortunately, however, universities' policies providing individuals
disabilities with appropriate services, information,

developing.

As

institutions of higher

leammg.

and equipment are stow

universities

wah

in

must provide and make

students aware of the appropriate learning toots that will enable them the means to an

optimal educational and learning context (SN2.3.4.7,9.10.13.14.13.16; PEIO;
LP2.3.4.8).

Recommendation

7:

Deve lop cross-Canadian

universilv guidelii

supported and monitored b v a reniMeamiv*' ron^l
researchers, and disabilitv insiders

For there to be equitable opportunities
physical education degree programs,
to monitor

it

is

in

Canadian post secondary activity-based

imperative that a governing body be organized

and regulate the devetopmcnt of disability and physical education policies.

-

v<- ^••.'•»^<

«•

«

«atHl»^«

tail

r<^

.

.

.'

-f^

V.

'

.

•

V.

.

-r^

>«r

.^

'

k»

ifftt>

rs^-'

•#<

»

oWkf

-".q

«
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procedures, and support meehainsim

all

This goveminf body would

9ho help eMore tlM

individuaU with di&abil«ief would receive con&isteni programming and support

throughout their degree. Further, post secondary dtsabiliiy repitienmion tn a physical
education context will strengthen the rights and willingness of individuab with
dtsabtlities to excel in activity-based physical education

"^^

Canada.

These recommendations,

in

whole or

involvement of individuals with

programs

degree prograBU acroit
^:,i

in

-^

pan. provide positive implications for the

disabilities ui activity-based physical

education degree

Individuals with disabilities can achieve success in physical education

degree programs.

If

the educational

in physical education, universities

outcomes are

to prepare praauioners for diverscy

must reconsider the philosophies and motives

informing the development of practitioners

m activity-based physical education degree

programs. In activity-based physical education, individuality and diversity nwst be
recognized and nurtured.
Implications for Practice/Research

This research has implications for Canadian education

tena The

research

is

in

both the short and long

relevant to Canadian education because

it

focuses on Canadian

universities across the nation, having particular relevance to activity-based physical

education degree programs. With regard to disability, this research

for

illustrates the

need

Canadian universities to follow our companions to the south (U.S.A.) to mandate the

provision of an equitable education for individuals with disabilities within a leail

restrictive

environment

Further.

Canadian universities need to follow the trend

set

by

''leading practM toners** in the Uniied Stales

m developing and unplemeMing an

infusion- based curriculum tn physical education degree prograiiM.

In the

shon terra

universtties

can begin to provide oppoctuntfies for individuate with

disabilities in activay-based university physical education

opportunities enables individuate wjih dteabiliiies to

degree programs. Providmg

emolL pmicipaie. and achieve

equitable levels of succes«i in activity-based physical education degree programs. Thtt

and empowerment of individuate with

will bring to light the need for recognition

disabilities in university physical education degree programs.

would have the chance to market the

In the long term. Canadian universities

acceptance of and opponunuy for individuals with disabilities into their activity-tnsed
physical education degree programs.

disabilities into

An

increase in the

number of individiuib with

such degree programs would help educate

all

physical education

students about the realities of a diverse educational experience. Such diversily in
practitioner preparation might help

improve attitudes about disabiUty while breaking

down

myths about individuals with

existing barriers and existing

disabilities.

such an experience, our devek>ping teachers and practitioners nughi begui

Given

their

inclusion experience within, rather than after, their degree program. Further research

may

focus on the devek)pment of an infusion-based curriculum in activity-based

physical education degree programs in Canadian universities. This research coukS be

used as a foundation

in the

devek>pment of and provkling

education experiences to individuals with

disabilities.

for

equ«abk physical
'

<
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Model Developmem

in

Canadian Univcniiy Physical Education Profranit

The aforemeni toned recommendations provide

iniighi

activity-based physical edticaiioa degree programs.

It is

and pro)ectioni inco inclusive

now

necessary to provide a

perspective that will allow us to envision the necessary intentions, actions, and the
potential

outcomes from these

applications, this

ifttentions

model

is

rec

ommendations (see table

ordered on the basts of a

14).

realistic,

For practical

These

suggested sequence

provide Canadian university physical education pr og r ams with realistic

opportunities to increase and heighten the awareness and enrolment of individuals with
disabilities into their activity-based physical education

degree programs.

Conclusion
This study has examined the current practices and projections of activity-based
physical education degree programs in Canadian universities. .More specifically,

it

has

what extent current practices of activity-based physical education degree

examined

to

programs

facilitate the participation

of individuals with

disabilities.

The evidence

outlined in the results and discussion sections suggests that inconsistencies in

facilitative

methods are evident. However, there do seem to be consistent messages

about improving facilitation of individuals with disabilities

in activity-based

physical

education degree programs.

The underlying premise
abilities

within this study

is

that

of creating awareness around the

of individuals with disabilities within activity-based physical education.

Awareness, understanding, and value of disability education

is

the key

(DePauw

ft

Goc

Karp. 1994a). Advocates of individuals with disabilities must endorse that awareness

tt
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Table 14

Model

DevcloDiPeill in Cmidiaii Vnl^,enny PhYIITll

FitrtfMm

Intentions

Awareness

Outreach programming.

Increased attitudea.

Empathy

Acceptance

sessions.

Peer Helpers

Cross-Canadian
Governing Board

Inclusion

Guideline development.

Representatives that

Consultants.

oversee and ensure equitable

Support mechanism.

opponunitKs

Advocates

with disabilities

Appropriate services

Equitable opportunities

for

itudenu

and equipment.
Individualized instruction.

Appropriate expectations.
Peer Helpers

Teacher Preparation

Contact experience.

competent, empathetic

Theoretical knowledge.

teachers

Practical

Infusion

programming

Collaboration.

Infusion Activities-based

Inservicc (raining.

degree program

Peer Helpers.

Guest Lecturers
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invaluable in the developnieM of equitable opportunities for individuah with dtsabililies
in activity- based physical

Loewen 1993)
(

for their future.

education degree programs.

stales that individuals with disabilities

view education as tinponam

Unlike temporarily able-bodied students however, they are currently

not receiving an equitable opportunity. Until individuals with disabilities are educated

alongside temporarily able-bodied students

in

an equitable manner wdhin

education, anitudinal barriers will always exist.

As educators, we must

anticipate the learning of our students, but also find the

means

to equip

all

realms of

not only

them with every

educational tool possible that could benefit their learning potential.

The goal of physical education
enhance a healthy

lifestyle

is

to develop abilities, skills,

(Chandler

advocate that active healthy

Our mandate

is

lifestyles

for every individual.

devek)p healthy attitudes and

& Greene.

1995).

and attitudes

that

As physical educators, we
good

and strong bodies.

provide k>ng

life,

If individuals

with disabilities are expected to

lifestyles,

then

we

health,

as educators must

ac<^ that they

will

also expect to continue to live active, healthy lifestyles. Activity-based physical

education degree programs are avenues for the devek)pment of healthy attitudes and

lifestyles,

and individuals with

these attitudes and lifestyles.

disabilities deserve

an equitable opportunity to devek>p

3
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Appendix

Scoct

Honihom

April g. 1997

Brock University.
St.Caihanncs. Oniaho.
L2S-3AI
Dear Colleague.

My

name

Universii)

is
I

Hanthom and

Scott

am

am

a Master of Education Mudeni m.

Brock
in academic research in the area of Adapted
current research interests lie withm the implementatioii of a
I

presently involved

Physical Activity.

My

newly devek)ped

parallel

curriculum

in activity -based university

writing today in hopes that you would help

with special needs

Accompanying

your

at

me

degree progr anm

.

1

am

attain information regarding individuals

institution.

this letter is a short questionnaire arul

questionnaire includes questions that will help

me

a self-addressed envek>pe. The

gather information about the

and academic desires of individuals with special needs m the area of
all of the universities across the
hopes of determining how Adapted Physical Activity is viewed at the

interests, levels,

physical education. This questionnaire has been sent to

country

in

university level, not only by professionals, but also by individuals with special needs.

This information will help

me

further develop

my

parallel curriculum model,

h

will

me provide recommendations for how to include individuals with special
needs into physical education degree programs in more meaningful ways.
The information that I gather will be held in confidence. I am askmg for voluntary
participation, and you have the right to withdrawal without any questions or penalties.
also help

Only my academic advisor and

This information will not be
I will see the raw data.
used by any administrative office for evaluative purposes. If possible, coukl you plene
return the completed questionnaire, using the envelope provided, by April 24. 1997. If
you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at Brock University at (905) 688-

5550.ext.3381.
Sincerely.

•
•

-

"^'

Scott Hanthom.

M.Ed. Student.
Brock University.
sh94cn @ badger.ac.brocku.ca

e,

<m

!nitniBlilWy Please answer
please feel ftee to complete

all
it

questions.

on

If

the back or

based on vohmtary participation, and

all

there is not enough room for your answer,
on a separate sheet. This questionnaire is

information collected will respect your

anonymity.

1.

What

is

2.

What

activity-based courses

the highest level

of education

that

do you teach

you have obtained?

at the university level

(Core and

Optional)?

3.

How committed

is

your degree program to physical activity as a required component

within a physical education degree?

Do you have individuals with special needs
program?

4.

5.

What

is

his/her special need?

for this individual?

j£.

in

your physical education degree

What accommodations or considerations do you make

curriculum, equipment, evaluation?

your knowledge, have individuals with a special need applied to your degree
program ' What has been the response?

6.

To

How

might you describe your ichool's model/philoiophy rtfarding physical
education degree programs?
7.

1^%

n

How

8.

would you

facilitate

individuaU with special needs

in

your aciiviiy-baied

physical education classes?

*4j

Describe

9.

how you would

nnodify your activity courses within your degree

program

for an individual with Cerebral Palsv (ambulatorv. with associated disfunctions)?

'jr*.

10.

How can wc

belter involve individuals with special needs in post -secondary

physical education degree programs''

1 1

.

Please

list, if

any.

movement -based courses which

students must pass

m order to

graduate.

•••

May

I

contact you for response clarification or for any follow up questions

"9

•••

II

April 8. 1997

Dear Colleague.

My name
University

is
I

Scon Hanthom and

am

I

am a Matter of Education

student

at

Brock

presently involved in academic reMrarch in the area of Adapted

Physical Activity

My

current research interests

lie

v^ithin (he

implementation of a

newly developed parallel curricuhim in aaivhy-based university degree programs I am
writing today in hopes that you would help me attain information regardmg individuals
with special needs

Accompanying

your university.

at

(his letter is a short questionnaire

questionnaire includes questions which will help

me

and a self-addressed envelope. The
gather information about the

and academic desires of individuals with specml needs in the area of
physical education. This questionnaire has been sent (o all of the universities acrou the
country in hopes of determining how Adapted Physical Activity is viewed at the
university level, not only by professionals, but also by individuals with special needs.
This information will help me further develop my parallel curriculum model. It will
also help me provide recommendations for how to include individuals with special
interests, levels,

needs into physical education degree programs.
The special needs offices are being consulted
already be involved

needs

in

in this project

because they might

a similar or a related kind of facilitation for students with special

in activity- based degree programs.

The information gathered

will

be held

in

I am asking for voluntary participation, and you have the nght to
withdrawal without any questions or penalties. Only my academic advisor and I will
see the raw data. The information will not be used by any administrative office for
evaluative purposes. If possible, coukl you please return the completed questionnaire,

confidence.

using the envelope provided, by April 24. 1997. If you have any questions, please feel
free to contact me a( Brock University at (905) 688-5550. ext. 3381.

Sincerely.

,,.,

Hanthom.
M.Ed. Student.
Brock University.

Scott

.

'

>

sh94cn@badger.ac.brocku.ca
P.S. If

you have an individual with a special need already involved

education degree program, please invite him/her to participate
questionnaire that

is

appropriate for these individuals.

in

m my

your physical

study

I

have a

•W W*

m

liHimrt i

ta:

Ckfiliont for Special Necdi Olfleg
Please answer

please feel free to complete

all
it

questions.

on

If there ts

the back or

based on voluntary participation, and

all

not

on another

enough room
sheet. This

for your aM%vcr.

quesiionna«e

is

information collected will respect your

anonymity.

I.

List chronologically

your experiences working

•

2.

To

your knowledge,

as an undergraduate

3.

^w

individuals with a special need are currently enroled

area of physical education?

What

at

your university.

are your current procedures for facilitating an individual

activity-based physical education courses?

5.

area of special need*.

Please provide a breakdown of the types of special needs inchided in the area of

physical education

4.

how many

in the

in the

What wouW your involvement be

for helping to

individuals in their physical education courses?

'

w«h a special

need

'

modify or accommodate for these

in

6.

How are you

(heir physical

7.

How could

involved to ensure that ihese individuaU are evahiaicd fairly wiUin

education courses^

you help make activity-based physical education classes acceuible to

individuals with special needs?

8.

What recommendations would you

suggest for including an individual with Ceicbral

Palsy (ambulatory, with associated disfunctions)

m activity-based physical educacioo

degree courses?

9.

How can we better involve

degree programs

at the

individuals with special needs in physical education

post-secondary level?

«•• Could you please send me any information regarding your policies and procedures
••••
while dealing with individuals with special needs
••• May I contact you for response clarificaiion or for any follow up questions? •••

^-^
Scon

Itodi2.1997

Haitthorn.

Brock University.
SLCaihamines. Ontario.

L2S-3A1
Dear Dr. Vogler.

My name

\>:^Ar.

Scott

is

HaniKom and

University. Ontario. Canada.

I

I

am a

M Brock
academic research in the area

Master of Education student

am currently

involved

in

of Adapted Physical Activity My current research interests lie within the
implementation of a newly devek)ped parallel cumculum in activity -based univeniiy
degree programs. I am writing today in hopes that you woukl help me obtam
information regarding individuals with special needs. 1 believe that mdividuals with
special needs nxist be given an equal chance to take physical education degrees M, the
undergraduate

level.

Accompanying this letter is a small questionnaire and a self-addressed envek>pe.
The questionnaye includes questions that will help me gather information about your
political

and academic stance towards advocacy and curriculum design/modificMioa

the post -secondary level. This questionnaire has been sent to a select
practitioners in universities across

understanding of

how Adapted

Canada and

the United States

Physical Activity

is

viewed

at the

I

M

number of leading

hope

to

dev«k>p an

university level, not

only by professionals, but also by individuals with special needs. This information will
help me further devctop my parallel curriculum nrKxkl. It will also help me provide

recommendations

for

how

to include individuals with special needs

education degree programs.
The information that I gather will be confidential

and you have the
academic advisor and

participation,

Only

my

right to
I

I

am asking

mto physical
for voKintary

withdrawal without anv questions or penakieft.
raw data. This information will not be

will see the

used by anv administrative office for evaluative purposes. If possible. couW you please
return the completed questionnaur, using the envelope provided, by Apnl 2. 1997. If
you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at Brock University at (905) 6885550.ext.3381.
Sincerely.

Hanthom.
M.Ed. Student.
Brock University.

Scott

t5

fof

limnittiffniH

Please answer

please feel free to complete

questions.

all

on

it

If

the back or

based on voluntary panicipaiion. and

all

theft

is

not

enough room

on a separate %heet

for

your ans%^er.

This quesnowiaire

m

information collected will respect your

anonymity.

1

.

2.

What

are your views about

What do you

Adapted Physical Activity

feel are the existing barriers

which

at the post

secondary level?

inhibit the inclusion

of individuals

with a special need into physical education degree programs?

3.

How can we

best offer a Least Restrictive Environment in a physical education

activity-based degree program?

4.

What

benefits

do you

feel

would

arise

from the graduation of individuals with a

special need with a physical education degree?

^1f}^

s •"

'

^1

rcw«»:>i"k

'.

oi'

^

^

'*{

\\

i^.

S.

How can we develop an equitable

secondary

6.

How

7.

What

level,

physical education degree program, at the

which involves individuals with special

po«

needs'*

can we help our developing practitioners become educated in the hicUftaiiofl of
individuals with special needs in activity-based physical education courses?

are your current practices

which

facilitate (he inclusion

of individuals with

special needs in your activity-based physical education degree courses?

8.

Do you

***

May

I

have any other comments?

t #••
contact you for response clarification or for any follow up qtiestions

"^9.1^

